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	The reality and standards of the 21st century present feminine beauty from a different perspective. Paulain® designers provide their vision of a young dresser — mischievous and flirty, confident and trusting, tender and bold. 

«Miss Paulain» can be stunningly beautiful while staying natural. This truly is a young woman of a new era, she cherishes her uniqueness and is proud of it. She can be incredibly sexy while still being comfortable. Her emotional intelligence combined with her skill to charm attracts and inspires. 

The harmony of the «Miss Paulain» world is created from fanciful lines, intricate patterns, unexpected decisions, expensive fabrics and unique mixes. 

«Miss Paulain» is sure: the non-standard beauty permits you to be special and attractive at all times. 
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  				BACKER

  				Stunning evening dress with sleeves and a variable length fluffy skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					They envy her. They adore her. She is admired. The cascading length and fluffy skirt creates the ill..  				
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  				BROOK

  				Elegant glittering dress in glitter fabric with a short puffy skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					Pink glow of the glitter fabric will draw eyes and make you a radiant star of the most vivid party. ..  				
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  				CARREY Midi

  				Spectacular cocktail dress with tulle skirt and laconic bodice
 
  				  				
  				
  					Spectacular dress for a stylish lady ready to show the world her beauty and charm. This piece is cal..  				
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  				KIM Maxi

  				Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
 
  				  				
  				
  					A full airy slit skirt reveals slender legs, bare shoulders and V-neck look teasingly attractive and..  				
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  				KIM Maxi

  				Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
 
  				  				
  				
  					A full airy slit skirt reveals slender legs, bare shoulders and V-neck look teasingly attractive and..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$430.00  							  						
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  				KIM Mini

  				Satin bodice and fluffy skirt short dress with belt
 
  				  				
  				
  					Short skirt with fluffy rufflles accentuates beautiful long legs. Bare shoulders and V-neck highligh..  				
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  				LIV Midi

  				A satin midi-length cocktail dress with a deep neckline
 
  				  				
  				
  					Sophisticated satin, immaculate silhouette, and elegant length of this evening dress will make you f..  				
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  				LIV Tea

  				A laconic tea-length satin evening dress with a deep neckline
 
  				  				
  				
  					Sophisticated satin, immaculate silhouette, and elegant length of this evening dress will make you f..  				
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  				MARIAH

  				Georgette off the shoulder corset evening dress with high slit
 
  				  				
  				
  					"Oh, how young and sweet she is!" - older women will say about you, and men's eyes will light up in ..  				
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  				MINNA Maxi

  				Off the shoulders sparkling jersey long evening dress with puff sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					This modern romance dress will make you feel as graceful and sophisticated as young Natasha Rostova ..  				
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  				Sparkling off the shoulder cocktail dress in trendy length
 
  				  				
  				
  					Stylish midi coctail dress with open shoulders and puff sleeves accentuates charming delicate should..  				
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  				REESE Tea

  				A minimalistic look for special evenings - noble satin in a tea-length dress
 
  				  				
  				
  					The 21st century is the time of freedom and independence. The same unusual image was embodied in thi..  				
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  				REESE Maxi

  				A wonderful look for special occasions - a long satin evening dress
 
  				  				
  				
  					This refined long dress if perfect for formal events and celebrations when you want to present yours..  				
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  				REESE Midi

  				A perfect cocktail dress in fine satin with a midi length skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					Refined thin satin looks magnificent - try on this fashionable evening dress that you can feel confi..  				
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  				ROSEMARIE Midi

  				Cocktail dress with an open back on a lace bodice and a fluffy skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					An exquisite lace bodice with an open back and a seductive plunging V-neckline and a full tulle skir..  				
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  				ROSEMARIE Maxi

  				Long puffy skirt evening dress with a lace bodice and an open back
 
  				  				
  				
  					The lace of flowers detail falling to hem teasingly reveal the glowing ivory skin. A full long tulle..  				
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  				TUTTA Maxi

  				Dark violet satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					A romantic outfit made of tender pink satin doesn't need any jewelry or accessories as it is itself ..  				
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  				TUTTA Maxi

  				Light pink satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
 
  				  				
  				
  					A romantic outfit made of tender pink satin doesn't need any jewelry or accessories as it is itself ..  				
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  				APRIL

  				Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					An amazingly lovely dress: transparent balloon sleeves highlight delicate shoulders, an ethereal hem..  				
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  				APRIL

  				Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					Transparent balloon sleeves and an ethereal fabric of this evening dress create a romantic atmospher..  				

  				
  				
  					
  						
  							  							$298.00  							  						
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  		Stunning evening dress with sleeves and a variable length fluffy skirt
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  		Stunning evening dress with sleeves and a variable length fluffy skirt
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  		Elegant glittering dress in glitter fabric with a short puffy skirt
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  		Elegant glittering dress in glitter fabric with a short puffy skirt
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				CARREY Midi

  		Spectacular cocktail dress with tulle skirt and laconic bodice
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  		Spectacular cocktail dress with tulle skirt and laconic bodice
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				KIM Maxi

  		Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
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  		Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
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  		Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
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  		Beautiful evening dress with a deep neckline and high slit
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  		Satin bodice and fluffy skirt short dress with belt
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  		Satin bodice and fluffy skirt short dress with belt
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				LIV Midi

  		A satin midi-length cocktail dress with a deep neckline
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  		A satin midi-length cocktail dress with a deep neckline
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				LIV Tea

  		A laconic tea-length satin evening dress with a deep neckline
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  		A laconic tea-length satin evening dress with a deep neckline
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  		Georgette off the shoulder corset evening dress with high slit
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  		Georgette off the shoulder corset evening dress with high slit
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  		Off the shoulders sparkling jersey long evening dress with puff sleeves
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  		Sparkling off the shoulder cocktail dress in trendy length
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  		Sparkling off the shoulder cocktail dress in trendy length
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				REESE Tea

  		A minimalistic look for special evenings - noble satin in a tea-length dress
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  		A minimalistic look for special evenings - noble satin in a tea-length dress
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  		A wonderful look for special occasions - a long satin evening dress
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  		A wonderful look for special occasions - a long satin evening dress
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  		A perfect cocktail dress in fine satin with a midi length skirt
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  		A perfect cocktail dress in fine satin with a midi length skirt
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				ROSEMARIE Midi

  		Cocktail dress with an open back on a lace bodice and a fluffy skirt
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  		Cocktail dress with an open back on a lace bodice and a fluffy skirt
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  		Long puffy skirt evening dress with a lace bodice and an open back
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  		Long puffy skirt evening dress with a lace bodice and an open back
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				TUTTA Maxi

  		Dark violet satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
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  		Dark violet satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
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  		Light pink satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
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  		Light pink satin evening dress with long A-line skirt
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				APRIL

  		Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
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  		Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
 

		

		

						$298.00					
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				APRIL

  		Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
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  		Incredibly airy tea-length evening dress with light sleeves
 

		

		

						$298.00					
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